
Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home - The
Ultimate Guide

If you are a food enthusiast and haven't heard of Moosewood Restaurant, then
you are definitely missing out on something extraordinary. Moosewood
Restaurant, located in Ithaca, New York, has a long-standing reputation for
serving delicious vegetarian dishes. Their innovative approach to vegetarian
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cooking has inspired many home cooks around the world. In this article, we dive
deep into the world of Moosewood Restaurant and explore their famous
cookbook, Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home.

The Journey of Moosewood Restaurant

Established in 1973, the Moosewood Restaurant has become a staple in the
Ithaca community. Founded by a collective of individuals who shared a passion
for healthy, sustainable, and delicious vegetarian food, the restaurant quickly
gained popularity. Over the years, Moosewood has published several cookbooks,
with Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home being one of their most beloved
creations.
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Inside Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home

With over 300 pages filled with delectable recipes and colorful illustrations,
Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home offers a glimpse into the heart of their
culinary expertise. The cookbook encompasses a wide range of dishes, from
comforting soups and stews to exotic salads and globally inspired entrees. Each
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recipe in the book reflects the passion and creativity that Moosewood brings to
the table.

Experience Vegetarian Cooking Like Never Before

One of the main reasons Moosewood Restaurant has gained such a dedicated
following is their ability to create vegetarian dishes that are bursting with flavors.
The cookbook takes you on a journey through various cuisines and incorporates
a wide array of ingredients to create truly unforgettable meals. Whether you are a
seasoned vegetarian or simply looking to incorporate more plant-based options
into your diet, this cookbook is a must-have.

The Joy of Cooking at Home

While dining at Moosewood Restaurant is undoubtedly a delightful experience,
having their cookbook allows you to recreate their magical dishes in the comfort
of your own kitchen. The cookbook is designed to provide clear instructions,
making it accessible to both novice and experienced cooks. Each recipe is
accompanied by beautiful photographs that showcase the colorful and enticing
nature of Moosewood's creations.

Favorite Recipes from Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home

Here are just a few examples of the mouthwatering recipes you can find in this
cookbook:

Moroccan Vegetable Stew: A fragrant blend of spices and vegetables
simmered to perfection.

Greek Spinach Pie: A flaky pastry filled with a savory mixture of spinach,
feta cheese, and herbs.

Mango Curry: An exotic fusion of tropical flavors in a creamy curry sauce.



Black Bean Chili: A hearty and satisfying chili packed with protein and bold
flavors.

Chocolate Decadence: A rich and indulgent dessert that will satisfy any
sweet tooth.

With Moosewood Restaurant Cooks At Home, you can bring the essence of
Moosewood Restaurant into your own kitchen and create extraordinary
vegetarian meals that will impress even the most carnivorous of guests. Whether
you are a fan of vegetarian cuisine or simply looking to explore new culinary
horizons, this cookbook is a must-have addition to your collection. Unlock the
secrets of Moosewood's kitchen and let your taste buds embark on a culinary
adventure.
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Winner of the 1995 James Beard Award for Best Vegetarian Cookbook

Although many people think that cooking without meat means spending more
time in the kitchen, the cooks at the world-renowned Moosewood Restaurant
know this isn't so. Busy balancing home, work, and other commitments, they've
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been cooking for family and friends every day of the week for over twenty years.
Moosewood Restaurant Cooks at Home is the result of that experience—over
150 carefully honed and tested recipes calling for the best ingredients,
accompanied by time-saving tips and planning suggestions, add up to a delicious
whole-foods cuisine that is versatile and healthful and can be prepared with a
minimum of effort.

This book contains dishes full of exciting flavors, sure to please every taste, from
savory soups to substantial main-dish salads, from hearty stews to palate-teasing
“small dishes.” Sauces, salsas and dressings, and a collection of almost-instant
desserts turn the simplest meal into an occasion.

Chapters on techniques and menu planning, lists of recipes for special needs,
including nondairy and vegan fare and kid-pleasing food, as well as an in-depth
guide to stocking the meatless pantry (including a list of recommended
convenience foods), make Moosewood Restaurant Cooks at Home the essential
companion to everyday cooking.
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